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Abstract.  
It is prove, that the gravity field energy formulas obtained for static systems on the 
ground of local energy conservation law by test-particles fall, is suitable for stationary sys-
tems. 
1.Introduction.  
In [1] is proved the approach that allow obtain the formula of the static gravity field 
energy from the local energy conservation law. In [2] this approach was employ to non-
symmetrical field. 
This approach is essential connected with use of the coordinate system, motionless 
relatively to field source. This system essential differ from the all systems moving rela-
tively to field source. It is necessary therefore to consider, is the obtained results suitable to 
others systems. In presented paper considered the gravitational energy in stationary space-
time. 
2. The approach.   
The increase of static field energy cased by motion of the test-particles with rest 
masse δm0 is equal [2] 
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In [2] considered the static field of the asymmetric convex smooth infinitesimally 
thin material shell. It considered the space between a shell and some convex smooth external sur-
face and the motion of Nj discrete test-particles layers from the external surface to the shell. 
The motion is discrete; the number of steps is Nq. . For every layer position, the calcula-
tions made for Nk· Nn points. Like that created is the net with Nk·Nn·Nq points Pknq and vol-
ume cells (k,n,q). Every cell have the edges (∆z1, ∆z1, ∆z1)k,n,q .The edges sours is the point 
Pknq. Through the every cell go Nj test- particles layers rest mass  
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Here   ∆S(k,n,q,j)    is the area of cell (∆z2, ∆z2) k,n,q  and δσ (k,n,q,j)  is the surface 
density in layer. The field energy change by intersection of the    test-particle layer is equal 
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The field energy in cell (k,n,q) afterwards Nj is equal 
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and the energy density  ( )
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where  dVk,n,q is the cell volume. 
Total gravity energy in space is equal  ( )
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The gravitating body mass is equal ( )jqnNmm k
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For the coordinate system of the moving observer this quantity are called  
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3. Criterions of the approach right. 
The energy (or mass) of the gravitational field in stationary space-time must depend 
on the velocity (v) the same as the field source mass. That signify, that the property of the 
energy not depend on its origin.  
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Also the ratio of the gravity field energy to the field sours mass must not depend on 
observer velocity  
4. Coordinates transformation. 
After the completion of the layer “j“ motion it is necessary to calculate the metric 
jqnkg ,,,  for all points Pk,n,q. By the asymmetrical field such calculation may be difficult, 
however it is possible, for example, by miens of the computer methods [3]. 
For cell (∆z1, ∆z1, ∆z1)k,n,q the coordinate system x  is transformed in the local sys-
tem x with local diagonal metric 
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(here and further the indexes k,n,q,j my be omit, Latin indexes i,k…= 0,1,2,3,4, 
Greek indexes α,β …= 1,2,3) 
This transformation hat the form 
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In this system the edges of cells is equal 
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The observer system move relatively of the system x with velocity projections vα. In 
all points of the field the velocity module is same and equal v. As 
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v  is invariant by transformation (12) and 
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Coordinates      in observer system is equal [4] ixdˆ
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In other form 
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L is the vector with components 
v
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The shortening of the cell edges and one projections can by calculated from 
(16),(17). The distance between the events on the segment ∆xα   by time interval   0ˆ0 =xd    
can by calculated from equalities 
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Here ∆xα is the projection of any segment, 
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Determinant F 
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The cell volume in coordinates x is equal [5] [ ]αβ xdV ∆= det                                                                                              (29) 
where ∆βxα is the projection of cells edge component on xβ. In coordinates  the 
cell volume is equal 
xˆ
 [ αβ xVd ˆdetˆ ∆= ]                                                                                             (30) 
From (25) and (30) can to obtain 
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5. Check-up of the conformity to requirements (10),(11)  
5.1. For the cell P(k,n,q) on step j. From (3),(9),(25),(28) by transformation (the in-
dexes k,n,q,j are omitted)  
1,ˆ −== vBDxdDdx βαβα                                                                                   (33) 
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From (31),(34) 
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The requirements (10),(11)  are fulfilled. 
5.2. For the cell P(k,n,q), step Nj (the indexes k,n,q are omitted)  
From (3),(9),(25),(28) 
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and from (31),(35) 
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  The requirements (10),(11)  are fulfilled. 
                                                                                 
            5.3. For all field. 
From (3),(7),(25),(28) 
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Thus, the requirements of the part 3 fulfilled and examined approach is right. 
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